
Week 6
Learning Adventure

Superhero Workshop



Day 1
The Hero



This is Ava Shade 

And this is 
Jamie. Jamie is 
actually her 
sidekick! His 
superhero 
name is also on 
the next slide!

Ava is a 26 year old 
girl working as a 
wildlife Expert. Her 
superhero name is…….. 
on the next slide!





Superpowers, Weaknesses and 
Weapons.

Ava can turn into any living thing! All she does is touches the living thing and 

she turns into it!  She can turn into plants, animals and even humans! Her 

superhero name is AVAMAL. Even Jamie has a superpower! Infact, Jamie is not 

even a mouse! He is a human, he can turn into anything, not just living things, 

objects too. Jamie’s superhero name is JAMATH. Ava’s weakness is liquid plastic. 

If she gets between one meter of it, she will become weak, too weak to fight. 

Jamie on the other hand cannot swim. He will just sink into the bottom like a 

rock. They have millions of weapons so many I have to list them in the next 

slide.



The Weapons
1. The Animaltronner! It is a belt disguised into Ava’s uniform that can turn anything, I 

mean anything into an animal. 

2.  The lipsticky! It is a special lipstick that sucks onto walls so she can climb walls!

3. The Whip Whap! Is a special lead that turns into a lasso! It can whip anyone and set 

them back a few seconds and can make an ear exploding sound!

4. The Natural! It is a gun that shoots and gives anyone an annoying cockatoo on 

their shoulder. 

5. The Whistleblower! The whistleblower can summon ANY animal and it has 9 holes 

to play different sounds.

6. The penden! It is a pen that shoots red poisonous ink in someone’s face!



AVAMAL and 

Jamath’s Weapons



The Base
The base is an underground one and is super secure. No one would know!



The Base, again!

1. The Lobby, where she changes into animals and intercepts messages..

2. The Camera Room, where she checks if anyone is in danger. 

3. The Cellar, basically a normal cellar with boxes and stuff.

4. Ava’s Bedroom, of course where her bed is.

5. Jamie’s room, where Jamie sleeps.

6. Food court, where, well, you eat. 

7. The Animal Room, where all the animals go so she can change into them.

8. Living Room, with the TV and couches, you know. 

9. The Toilet, there is also one in Ava’s room. 

10. The Money Room, it is bombarded with traps and has titanium walls, no match for Sir 

Butler, but, oh well. 



Day 2
The Origin Story



The Origin of Jamie

When Ava was 6, she loved animals, she loved wildlife. One day Ava and 
her family went to the pet shop. Her Mother wanted her to have a pet 
since she loved animals so much. Suddenly her eyes fixed to a tiny 
mouse with its family. She said “Mum, I want that one!” Ava knew he 
was different as he was smaller and a different colour. So they bought 
him and some mouse food and took him home. Ava Called him Jamie. 
They did everything  together! Showered, went to the bathroom 
together! Ava loved him! One day Ava woke up to a little boy her age 
sitting on her bed, it was NOT anyone she knew. “EEEEEEEEE!!!” 
Screamed Ava. “What, no no no don’t cry, I am Jamie!” Replied the boy. 
“You are Not Jamie!!”



“Look! Yes I am.” Says Jamie as he turns into well, Jamie. 
“AAAAAAHHHH!” Screamed Ava as she did not have HER powers yet. 
Finally Ava calmed down. 

“You were my….my hamster……..all along.” Says Ava to herself.

“Yup.” Says Jamie. 

“Wow…you can shapeshift?”

“Also yes.”



The origin of Ava(Sannin)
So, they became more and more closer, Ava and Jamie. One day Ava and her family went to the zoo. Ava 

was really excited as this was the first time she was going to the zoo. As they got there Ava saw all the 

poor, sad animals behind bars and felt and for them. Then she saw a Zookeeper taunting a dolphin and 

then she made up her mind and sat on a bench next to a lion and refused to leave. She sat there for 30 

minutes until dad got fed up and carried her to the car. At home she got timeout for ruining the family 

outing. She cuddled Jamie (who was changed into a cat). The next day Ava woke up to terrible news. As 

her mother was driving in the night(as she was a doctor working on the night shift), her mother went 

past the Zoo that they had been in the day before, her mother was in a terrible car accident. The car 

going in circles, nearly killing her. Ava’s mother was in the hospital. Ava was crying, she had never been 

through this before. None of the police could find the trace of the person who crashed into her. Ava, Jamie 

(in human form as they didn’t allow animals in the hospital) and her dad visited Ava’s mother at the 

hospital. Ava’s mother had only had a broken arm, thankfully. Ava wanted REVENGE. The next day while 

Avas mum was healing, Ava and her dad went to the bird sanctuary as a treat because Ava was so sad. 



Ava’s dad did not want a repeat of before but he knew this would change her 
life, and trust me, it did. As Ava looked at the birds, she was amazed. She loved 
every single moment. Jamie was having fun too! He kept playing hide and seek 
with Ava and kept shapeshifting into objects. Ava saw an amazing peacock, she 
loved it’s feathers. She gazed at it for minutes. Suddenly……she grew a tail full of 
feathers!!. She was alarmed! She ran to Jamie, who was looking at a barn owl. 
“What is happening?!” Cried Ava now covered in feathers. “Ummmmmm….. 
Ava?” Says Jamie. “What? What?” Asks Ava, worried. “You are turning into a 
peacock………..I know because the same thing happens to me! This means that you 
can shapeshift!” Replies Jamie to Ava that now was a peacock. “Try turning into 
a…….a dog!” Says Jamie excitedly. “Umm, ok but I don’t know how.” Replies Ava 
sadly. “All you do is think about the animal or thing and you can do it” says 
Jamie. “Ava!!! Jamie!!! Where are you???” “Oh it’s dad. I’ll do it at home.” says Ava.



When Ava, Dad and Jamie got home dad switched on the TV as the Olympics were 
on and GBR was playing. “COME ON………COME ON………YESSSS!” Roars dad. “The man 
loves sport.” Says Jamie. “Let’s go to our room!” Excited Ava says. They go upstairs to 
their room. “Ok think about an animal……..any animal! Hurry up!” Says the over 
excited boy. “Ok. Uhhhhhhhh……” suddenly Ava grew a tail, then 4 paws, and 
whiskers! She was a cat! Then Jamie grew a tail, then 4 paws, and whiskers! he was 
a cat too! They purred and played together! It was so fun! They became even 
closer friends!

——————15 Years later——————
Ava and Jamie were both 21 now, Ava worked as a wildlife expert and Jamie was, well, 
also a wildlife expert. They lived together ever since They were 18. One night in their 
flat, their security cameras caught a burglar. He took almost half their belongings. Jamie 
and Ava weren’t exactly rich, but the burglar broke in anyway. Ava was heartbroken as 
the burglar took her family photo from all those years ago. On the radio they figured 
out the burglar was a Scientist working at the zoo…….



Ava and Jamie figured out they could use their powers for good. Then one 

night they went to the Zoo as that was where all these thieves and murderers 

were coming from and Jamie and Ava eavesdropped on the people and heard 

that they were going to capture all the zebras in England and put them in a 

cage. Suddenly Ava and Jamie bursted through the door and caught them red 

handed and the police took them to jail in the morning. Ava and Jamie realised 

they could become superheroes. And they went on the news. And AVAMAL 

and JAMATH were born!



Day 3
The Nemesis



The Villain

This is Quirks                                           And this is Sneaks

EXCEPT ONE THING… THIS IS JUST THEM UNDERCOVER…



They are really…
Where is Quirks? Oh right he is invisible.   Sneaks You are a… robot?

His Villain name is Verdanna.                   His Villain name is Robro.



Personality’s, weaknesses!

Quirks

PERSONALITY: Quirk’s personality is 
he is very, very strict and mean. He 
gets very angry and starts yelling. 

WEAKNESS: Quirk’s weakness is 
sometimes he gets so angry that he 
faints and that is helps Sannin a lot.

Sneaks 

PERSONALITY: Sneak’s 
personality is he is very chill, 
kinda lazy but very sneaky as 
you can probably tell.

WEAKNESS: Sneak’s weakness is 
his arms gets caught around 
things when he is stealing things. 



Weapons for both of them:
You probably need a break from reading, so I will draw them. 



The Base (for the 
Villains)
1. Storage room for all the boxes and things 

they don’t need.
2. The weapon room for all the weapons.
3. Quirks bathroom
4. Sneaks bathroom because they are grown 

men and need their privacy.
5. Quirk’s room where he sleeps.
6. Sneak’s room.
7. Lab for doing lab stuff.
8. Meeting room for making plans to take 

over the world.


